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An integral representation is given for eigenfunctions of the Laplacian 
on a noncompact two-point homogeneous space. For the flat case an irre- 
ducibility criterion for the eigenspace representations is proved, complementing 
an earlier result [6a, p. 1431 for the nonfat cases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following result was stated in [6a, p. 1391. 
THEOREM 1.1. The eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
on the hyperbolic plane D are precisely the functions 
z -+ 
1 
P(z, b)u dT(b) @ED) B 
where P is the usual Poisson kernel, TV any complex number and T any 
analytic functional on the boundary B of D. 
We give here in Section 6 the proof which was sketched in [6b], 
and which generalizes to higher dimensions. We also prove an 
extension of Theorem 1.1 (for p real) to noncompact two-point 
homogeneous spaces along the lines of the proof in [6a, p. 1391, 
sharpening an earlier result [6a, p. 1371. A summary appears in [6e]. 
Independently, various extensions of Theorem 1 .l have been given 
by Hashizume, Kowata, Minemura and Okamoto, (cf. [4], [5] and 
[12a,b,c]), the last two papers giving, respectively, the generalization 
of Theorem 1.1 to higher-dimensional real hyperbolic spaces, and 
our Theorem 7.1 for the case of a hermitian hyperbolic space. 
* Dedicated to Salomon Bochner on the occasion of his 75th birthday. 
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The group of isometries of X has a natural representation on 
each eigenspace of the Laplace-Beltrami operator Lx on X. For 
X # R” the irreducibility criterion for these representations was 
established in [6a, p. 1431; h ere we prove a much simpler result 
for X = Rn: there is irreducibility if and only if the eigenvalue 
is # 0. 
2. NOTATION 
As usual R and C denote the field of real numbers and the field 
of complex numbers, respectively, Z the ring of integers, R+ the 
set of nonnegative real numbers and Z+ = R+ n Z. If h EC, 
h = 01 + $3 where 01, /3 E R we put (Y = Re(h), X* = 01 - $3. 
If M is a C” manifold, Mm denotes its tangent space at a point 
m e M. As usual, d(M) (resp. B(M)) stands for the space of complex- 
valued C” functions (resp. the C” functions of compact support) 
on M with the customary Schwartz topologies. Then their duals 
Q’(M) (resp. E’(M)) consist of the space of distributions (resp. 
distributions of compact support) on M. The composition of two 
maps f and g is denoted f o g. 
Lie groups will be denoted by capital letters L, M, etc. and their 
Lie algebras by the corresponding lower case German letters, I, m, 
etc. The adjoint representations of I and L are respectively denoted 
by ad and Ad. Each Ad(x) (x EL) extends to an automorphism of 
the universal enveloping algebra of 1, denoted by the same symbol. 
For a coset space L/H the translation xH -+ ZxH is denoted $1). 
3. THE LAPLACIAN ON X IN POLAR COORDINATES 
(X OF ANY RANK) 
Let X = G/K be a symmetric space of the noncompact type, 
G being a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and 
K a maximal compact subgroup. Let g = f + p be the corresponding 
Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G, p being the orthogonal 
complement to f with respect to the Killing form ( , > of gc , the 
complexification of g. Let g = f + a + n, G = KAN be Iwasawa 
decompositions with a C p, let C+(P) be the corresponding sets of 
positive (negative) restricted roots and put 2? = z+ u 2. Let a+ 
be the Weyl chamber in a where all members of 2Y+ are positive 
and put A+ = exp a+. Let m, denote the multiplicity of a root 01. 
Let a* be the dual space of a, a,* and a, their respective complexifica- 
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tions and for each h E a,* let Hn E a, be determined by h(H) = 
(H, HA) for H E a. 
Let M (with Lie algebra in) denote the centralizer of A in K. The 
mapping (kM, a) -+ kaK is then a diffeomorphism of (K/M) x A+ 
onto an open dense set in G/K, the polar-coordinate decomposition 
of X. In this section we write out the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
Lx according to this decomposition (Theor. 3.1), the Riemannian 
structure on X being defined by ( , ) restricted to p. While this 
could be done by means of Harish-Chandra’s derivation of the 
generalized radial parts of the Casimir operator relative to the Cartan 
decomposition G = KAK [16, p. 2771, we shall give a more geometric 
derivation. 
Let o denote the origin in X and 3 the restriction to A * o of a 
function f on X. Then if a E A+ we have by Theorem 1.4 and 
Lemma 2.8, Chapter I in [6c], 
(1) 
where d(L,) is the radial part of Lx (for K acting on X), LKa.o is 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the orbit Ku . o and f * denotes 
the restriction off to this orbit. The operator d(L,) is given by 
4%) = L,., + C m,(coth 4 Hm , 
WS?+ 
(2) 
[3, p. 2691. We shall now determine the first term on the right in 
(1) more explicitly. Let 1 be the orthogonal complement of nt in f ; then 
r=Cr, (direct sum), 
.a+ 
where 
I, = (T E f 1 (ad H)*T = a(H)2T for HE a}. 
Then dim I, = m, ; let T,oI,..., T& be a basis of I, , orthonormal 
with respect to -( , ) and put w, = xp T,a - Tia where the Tie 
are viewed as left-invariant differential operators on G. If 7~ denotes 
the natural mapping of G onto G/K and log denotes the inverse 
of the mapping exp: a -+ A we shall prove the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. The Laplace-Beltrami operator Lx has the following 
polar-coordinate decomposition, 
+ az+ (sinh 4og 4F2 W(O 4f +4W, 
forkEK, aEA+andfEd’(X). 
For the proof, fix a E A+, put 0 = a * o and let 4: k -+ k * 0 
denote the natural mapping of K onto the orbit K. 0 (which can 
be identified with K/M). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Xia = (sinh ol(log a))-lTia. Then the vectors 
4(Xia) 1 GiGma, aEz+, 
form an orthonormal basis of the tangent space (K . O), . 
Proof. The differential d$ maps I onto the tangent space and 
since for t E R 
we see that 
+(exp tTia) = a exp Ad(&) tTia * o, 
dcj(Ti”) = h(u)(Ad(u-‘) T& , 
where T(a) is the translation gk --+ agK of G/K, p is identified with 
(G/K)0 and the subscript p refers to the component for the decom- 
position g = f + p. But 
so 
(Ad(a-‘) Tia)p = (1/2)[Ad(a-l) Ti” - Ad(a) Tia], 
(#( Tia), d$( TF)) = (l/4)( Tia - Ad(a2) Tia, Tjs - Ad($) TF). 
Since 
(3) 
Ad(u2) Ti” = cash &(log a) Tia (mod ~1, 
the result follows from (3). 
We consider now a differential operator D on the orbit K - 0 
defined by 
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where ai,% = a/8xi n etc. This operator is indeed well defined since 
for each m E M, Ad(m) gives an orthogonal transformation of each I, . 
Moreover D is invariant under the action of K. 
For the local coordinates 
exp(.Zq,aXi*) . 0 - (Q, 
near 0 on the orbit K * 0 the tangent vectors (ai,,), are orthonormal. 
This follows from Lemma 3.2, since 
It follows that the Laplacian L’ = LK.o satisfies 
@‘f)(O) = 1 (a$,,f)(O) + lower order terms, 
i,ar 
SO D - L’ has order t2 at 0, hence everywhere, by the K-invariance. 
But K/M has no first order invariant operator (Ad,(M) leaves no 
vector in I fixed) except when K/M is one-dimensional. In any case, 
since D and L’ both annihilate constants, we conclude D = L’. 
Now Theorem 3.1 follows from (1) if we put in forinula (4) for D, 
the definition of Xim and 0 = a . o. 
4. THE K-FINITE EIGENFUNCTIONS AND THE 
GENERALIZED C-FUNCTION 
A function 4 on a space on which K acts is called K-finite if the 
transforms of 4 under K span a finite-dimensional space (K * 4). 
Let 6 be a unitary irreducible representation of K on a vector space 
I’, with inner product ( , ). The function 4 is called K-finite of 
type 6 if the natural representation of K on {K + 4) decomposes 
into finitely many copies of 6. If X has rank one, then dim V8/gnr is 0 
or 1 (Kostant [9]). Let d(6) = dim V, . 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Vg+’ be the space of vectors in V, fixed 
under 8(M). Let v1 ,..., v~(~) be an orthonormal basis of V, such that 
the jirst m vectors form a basis of V,“. Then the function 
KM - <vi , V) vi> 1 <j < d(S), 1 < i < m, (1) 
form a basis of the space of K-finite functions on K/M of type 6. 
In fact, the Peter-Weyl theory generalized to K/M (cf. Weil 
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[17, P- 811) h s ows that the space of K-finite functions of type 6 
has dimension md(6). But the functions (1) are of this type and are 
linearly independent. 
Suppose now X has rank one. Then ,Y+ consists of (II and possibly 2~. 
Let m* be an element in the normalizer of A in K, inducing the 
nontrivial Weyl group element on a. For each h E a,* let 
&A(X) = {fEQX) l-&f = -(<hQ + <f,f))fJ 
and let 8,&X) be the set of K-finite functions in &A(X) of type 6. 
It is clear by considering restriction from X to A . o that if 8,&X) f 
(0) then V8VgM # (0) and is therefore of dimension one. Fix a unit 
vector o = v1 E V81sM and put 
where, as in [6a], p. 10, A(x, b) E a is the log of the complex distance 
from o to the horocycle through x with normal b. (In terms of the 
Iwasawa decomposition g = k(g) exp H(g) n(g) of g E G we have 
A(gK, KM) = --H(g-lk)). M ore g enerally, we consider the functions 
which by Theorem 1.4, p. 133 in [6a] and Prop. 4.1 above form a 
basis of c&,~(X) if Re(ih, a) 3 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. With the notation above, 
f&2 . 0) = d(6yyvj ) 6(&) @&z * 0) 1 G i < 46) 
for KEK, aEA. 
Proof. Write h * for the complex conjugate conj(A) and define 
F: X -+ V, by 
F(x) = s, e(-ih*+~)(A(z.~M))s(k)Z) & (4) 
Then 
fii(4 = 4W2<vj , F(x)), (5) 
and since F(k * x) = 6(k) F(x), we have F(u * o) E V6M and con- 
sequently, 
F(a * o) = conj(@Ju * 0))~. 
Now the lemma follows from (5) and (6). 
(6) 
5wv/3-7 
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Thus the space GYJX) is essentially determined by the single 
function @A\.8 . We shall now use Theorem 3.1 to determine @,,6 
quite explicitly. For this we use (6). 
If TEfandaEA,wehave 
[(Ad@‘)T)(F 0 n)](u) = {(d/dt)F(exp tTu * o)}+~ = G(T)(F(a * o), 
where we use 6 to denote the representation induced on f. Extending 
it to the universal enveloping algebra of f (without change of notation) 
we deduce from Theorem 3.1 
(LrF)(a * 0) = (d(Lr)p)(u * o) + 1 (sinh a(log a))-” s(,,)(I;(a * 0)) (7 
a&T+ 
for a E A+, F denoting the restriction of F to A . o. Also 
LxF = -tG*, A*) + (P, p))F. (8) 
But Ad(m)w, = w, so S(w,)(F(u * 0)) lies in ValgM. Let c, EC be 
determined by 
G(w,)(F(u . 0)) = c,F(a . 0). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let H E a+ be determined by a(H) = 1 and put 
a, = exp tH, d, = 2(m, + 4m,,)c, , d, = 2(?n, + 4m2JcZa . Then the 
function 
d(t) = @A.&, * 0) 
satisfies the d#erential equation 
(d2+/dt2) + (ma coth t + 2m20: coth 2t)(d+/dt) 
+ [$ sinhe2t + d,, sinh-2 2t + h(H)2 + p(H)21 4(t) = 0. 
This lemma follows immediately from (6)-(8) if we take into 
account formula (2) Section 3 for the radial part and the relations 
<HP H) = 2(m, + 4%,), W02 = 2tm, + 4%&A, A>, 
(cf. [3, p. 3021) which follow readily from the definition of the Killing 
form. 
We shall now use this lemma to determine @,,,, explicitly in terms 
of the hypergeometric function. Let I = (ix - p)(H) so 
V + *, + 2%) = -[X(H)2 + Pi]. (9) 
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The constants d, and d,, being GO, we can uniquely determine I 
and s by 
~(1 + m2@ - 1) = --$d2,, T>O (10) 
4s + m, + m2. - 1) = -4 - Hz, , s >, 0. (11) 
Comparing the differential equation in Lemma 4.4 with [15], p. 543, 
we have 
d(t) = CA.8 tanhSt coshQF(((s + r - Q/2), ((s - Y - 2 + 1 - m,J2), 
s + ((mu + m2= + 1)/2), tanh2t) (12) 
where c,,~ is constant. Here we used the fact that #(t) is smooth 
near t = 0. On the other hand, we know from [6a], p. 130 that if 
Re((ih, a)) > 0, then 
e(-iA+Pwf)+(t) + +) as t--++cc (13) 
where c(h) is Harish-Chandra’s c-function. Using the expression 
for this function in terms of the F-function ([3], p. 303; see also 
[6a], p. 64) and the value of the hypergeometric function F(a, b, c, X) 
for x = 1, we obtain 
( Wf[(ih + p)(H) + s + II) W[(ih + p)W + s - Y + 1 - m2d x Wm, + nha + 11) 1 
CA*’ = r(+(ix + f)(H)) W(ih + f)(H) + 1 - m2d)W + ah + s + 11) *
The formula holds for all A by meromorphic continuation. 
On the other hand, we have by some transformation formulas for 
Eisenstein integrals (Sect. 6 in [6a]), 
where 
@A.&) = a-w w  @-A.&), (15) 
C(-A) = In (G(m*K(n)a, w) c--(~~+Q)(~(~)) dii. (16) 
Here m = m*iV(m*)-’ and dfi is the Haar measure normalized by 
sn e-2p(H(d)) dfi = 1. Now (12), (14) and (15) imply, by letting t -+ 0, 
C(-4 = c(~)(P+.8(-h)l~,.J(~))(41.,(--h)/~~.*(h)), (17) 
PT.S@) = wm + f)W + s + ~IWM~~ + PW)), (18) 
(19) 
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Now we must relate r and s to the representation 6. Let K,, denote 
the set of equivalence classes of unitary irreducible representations 6 
of K with a fixed unit vector under 6(M). The set & was parametrized 
in Kostant [9] by a pair of integers; we shall use the related 
parametrization from Johnson-Wallach [8a,b] and Johnson [7]. It 
has the following properties. 
(1) If rnza = 0, & corresponds to the set of pairs (p, q) with 
PEZf, q= 0. 
(2) If mza = 1, &?a corresponds to the set of pairs (p, q) with 
(p, q) E Z+ x Z, where p * q E 2Z+. 
(3) If m2, = 3 or 7, Z& corresponds to the set of pairs 
(p,q)cZ+ x Z+ wherepfqE2Z+. 
We indicate how this parametrization arises. For k E Z+, let Xk 
denote the space of homogeneous kth degree harmonic polynomials 
on p. Viewing K/M as the unit sphere in p and identifying the 
elements of zk with the restriction to K/M we have 
L2(K/M) = f a? (20) 
L=O 
L2(KIM) = c v,, (21) 
c?E~~ 
each space A?~ decomposing under K into finitely many inequivalent 
components. If rnza = 0, Xk is irreducible under K giving the 
parametrization (1). If mza = 1, the complex structure on p gives a 
decomposition 
#P = c 3Eo1/2(1l-r1).1/2hJ+a), 
where for r, s E Z+, 
2P.s = {fE sP+s 1 f(d) = d(a*)“f(z)}, 
and q runs through the integers for which p + q E 2Z+. This gives (2). 
The parametrization in (3) arises in a somewhat analogous manner 
from the quaternions and the Cayley numbers. 
If we now compare our formula (17) with Theorem 3.1 in Johnson- 
Wallach [8a] (using (p, q) in place of their (m, k)) we find the following 
relationships between (s, r) and 6. 
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(I) If rngar = 0, then using the duplication formula for the l-’ 
function we find 
(% y> = (P, 0). 
(2) If rn2= = 1 we find since r > 0 that 
4% + r> = 3dP + cl), &(s - Y) = gp - q) if q 2 0, 
a@ + y> = $(P - q), $?(S - y) = $(p + 9) if q < 0. 
Thus we have in both cases 
h y) = (PB I P 1). 
(3) If m2a = 3 or 7 we find similarly 
0, y) = (P, a)* 
In all cases the normalized eigenvalues d, and d2, are given by 
A = -P(P + m, + mza - 1) + q(q + m2, - 1) 
de+ = -Mq + mza - 1). 
Summarizing the results above we have proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.5. Select HE a such that al(H) = 1 and put a, = 
exp tH, I = (iA - p)(H). Then z;f 6 E & corresponds to (p, q) in the 
above parametrization, we have 
= c~,~ tanhpt cosh’tF(((--l + p + q)/2), ((--1 t P - q -I- 1 - m&/2), 
p + ((ma + m2, + 1)/2), tanh2t), (22) 
where 
( W(i~ + P)(fa + P + 41) Jw@ + PW) + P - 4 + 1 - %I> x Wm, + m2, + 11) 1 
cA*’ = Wih + p)(ff) r(i[P + p)(H) + 1 - m,,l)W + *[ma + fh + 11) ’
Note that for mga = 1, we should have put r = / q 1 in (12) and 
(14); however, the absolute value can be dropped because the 
hypergeometric function is symmetric in the two first arguments. 
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5. GENERAL EIGENFUNCTIONS 
It was shown in [6a, p. 1371 that each eigenfunction f of L, could 
be written 
f(x) = s, e(iA+d(A(z,b)) dT(b) 
where B = K/M, h E ae* and T is a “functional.” In order to sharpen 
this we consider the space a(B) of analytic functions on B with its 
customary topology (Lions-Magenes [I 11) which can be defined as 
follows. 
For M > 0 put 
where I] 11 is the L2 norm on the sphere B with respect to a normalized 
measure db and put 
Then a, is a Banach space, 01 is the union of the spaces aM and 
is accordingly given the inductive limit topology. The dual space 
R(B) consists, by definition, of the analytic functionals on B. 
According to Roumieu [13] each T E R(B) can be written 
d E W) (1) 
where the pk are measures on B whose total variations 1 pk ) satisfy 
f Mk(2h)! 1 pk 1 < co for each M > 0. (2) 
0 
Conversely measures t+,. satisfying (2) give by (1) an analytic 
functional. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each h E a,* and each T E 6l’( B) the function 
f(x) = I, e(iA+o)(A(z.b)) dT(b) (3) 
is an eigenfunction of L, and f E gA(X). 
Proof. For each x E X, the function b + e(i*+P)(A(s,b)) is analytic 
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so (3) is well defined. As a consequence of (1) (cf. Roumieu [13, 
p. 1671) f(x) is analytic and its derivatives can be computed by 
differentiating under the “integral sign.” But then f E eTA(X) (cf. 
I@, p. 941). 
If 1z = dim B the eigenvalues of LB are well known to be 
-i(i + 12 - l), i E z +. Let Sij (1 <j < d(i)) be a basis of the 
corresponding eigenspace, orthonormal with respect to the inner 
product on L2(B, db). T o each T E P(B) we associate an expansion 
into spherical harmonics 
where 
(4) 
ctij = 
I 
S,,(b)* dT(b). 
E 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (i) The series 
c aip.Y~j (5) 
O<ii.l(j<dW 
is the spherical harmonic expansion for a function FE Gl(B) if and 
only 1y 
fri$)IaijIZ< ~0 forsome Y > 1. 
0 j=l 
(6) 
(ii) If (6) hoZ& then (5) converges to F in the topology of O!(B). 
(iii) A series (5) represents an analytic functional on B ;f and 
only 1y 
(7) 
Part (i) is contained in Seeley’s paper [14] and originally I had used 
it to derive (ii) and (iii) (cf. [lo] and [6a] for n = 1). We can omit the 
proof since (ii) and (iii) are proved in [SJ even for compact analytic 
Riemannian manifolds. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let f E cY~(X) be arbitrary. Then f has an expan- 
sion 
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and 
(9) 
Proof. Formula (8) is in [;a], p. 138 and (9) is immediate from 
Lemma 4.2 and the Schur orthogonality relations. 
6. THE EIGENSPACE OF L, ON THE REAL HYPERBOLIC SPACES 
We shall now prove the converse of Lemma 5.1 for the case of 
a real hyperbolic space (cf. the indication in [6b] for the hyperbolic 
plane). 
THEOREM 6.1. The eigenfunctions of Lx for the hyperbolic space X 
are precisely 
f(4 = JB e(iA+d(.4(z,b)) dT(b), 
where h E a,* and T E Q!‘(B). 
Proof. Let f be an eigenfunction of L, , select X E a,* with 
Re(ih(H)) 3 0 such that f E gA(X). We expand f according to 
Proposition 5.3. We shall use (9) Section 5 and the formula for 
@,,6 (Theor. 4.5) to conclude that the criterion of Proposition 5.2(iii) 
is satisfied. In Theorem 4.5 we have rnsa = 0, q = 0 and we are 
now going to use successively the transformation formulas 
F(a, a. + g, c, (42/(1 $ 2)“)) = (1 + qaq2a, 2a + 1 - c, c, z) (1) 
F(a, b, c, z) = (1 - z)-~F(c - a, 6, c, (z/(z - 1))) (2) 
so that in the expression for @A,6 the “variable” p enters in F only 
in the third argument. Combining (1) and (2) we have 
= (z)‘” (1 - z)iplF (c - 2a, 2a - c + 1, c, L). 
Z-1 (3) 
To simplify the expression for c~,~ we use the duplication formula 
for r. We note also that 
tanh t = 
2 tanh t/2 
1 + tanh2 t/2 ’ 
cosh t = 1 + ah2 t/2 
1 - tanh2 t/2 
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and write r = tanh t/2, x = ih(H), p(H) = (1/2)m, whence 1 = 
x - (l/2)& . The result is 
@A,,(% . o) = c,*,(l _ 4(1/2)h-1) 
xrPF E+;,-.++za+l), 
( 
r2 
n-- ) (4) 
where 
C z.p = (r(P + x -t hJlr(x + *ma>) PWh + lN)lUP + B(6 + 1))). 
We substitute this result into (9) Section 5. For fixed x we have 
c 
Z*P 
= const. pz--(1/2) + O(p-l) ([2], p. 47), so putting 
we derive 
x + A 
2’ 
--x+~,p+~(m,$-1),~)12a,2< a (5) 
for each 0 < Y < 1. Here we put y = r2/(r2 - 1) and expand F 
in a finite Taylor series 
F(x + i, --x + i, P + W, + 11, Y) = G(P, Y> + A+~(P, Y), 
where %a Y) is an nth degree polynomial in y and the remainder 
term pnlI(p, y) satisfies the estimate 
I fn+dPj r)l d C, I y I n+l (P + 9(ma + 1)Re(2z)--2--n 
(cf. [2], p. 76). We put 
$3 = P + t(m, + I>, nl = n + 2 - 2 Re(x). 
Then (5) can be written 
f %2r2pc,,2 I Y 12n+2 P,2n1 I P:‘C1 I Y I --n-1 q,(P, Y) + c,+l(P, y)I 2 < ~0 (6) 
0 
where I ~,+~(p, y)l < 1. F’ IX n, such that n, + 2 - 2 Re(x) > 0, let 
r,, be arbitrary (0 < r0 < I) and put y,, = r,,2/(ro2 - 1). Then 
choose PO so large that 
for p 3 PO. 
5Sd17/3-S 
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This can be done since the Taylor polynomial q,Jp, y,,) -+ 1 for 
p -+ CO. Then (6) implies 
f %“mE, I Yo I 
2%+2 4rte(d-2no-4 
Pl < co. 
0 
Since rO is arbitrary we obtain the desired conclusion C ap2y2p < co. 
Now Proposition 5.2 shows that there exists an analytic functional 
T E m(B) such that 
the representation 6 E I& corresponding to (p, 0). For SDj we can 
take the functions 
S,j(kM) = d(S)l/2 (Wj ,6(k)o) 1 < j < d(6). 
For a fixed x E X the function e(--iA*+p)(A(svb)) has an expansion in 
spherical harmonics 
&iA*td(A(r.b)) = c c b&j d(V2 (Vj , w+, 
6do l(k$W 
03) 
where 
b = 1 e(-il*td(A(s.kM)) qj)lP (q , q&j)* &. 
K 
By Proposition 5.2 (8) converges in the topology of a(B) so applying 
T to (8) term-by-term (after complex conjugation) we get 
s @+d(A(zJ)) dT = c a,,jbs*,j = 1 as,jfs,j(x) = f(x), 8.j 6,i 
proving Theorem 6.1. 
7. THE EIGENFUNCTIONS OF L, ON GENERAL TWO-POINT 
HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
We shall now prove a weaker analog of Theorem 6.1 for the other 
symmetric spaces of rank one. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let X be a symmetric space of rank one and assume 
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m2. > 1. The kgenfunction of Lx with eigenvalue >, -(p, p) are 
precisely 
f(x) = IB e(iA+P)(A(z.w) Jqb), 
where iA E a* and T E W(B). 
Proof. The restriction on the eigenvalue -(X, h) - (p, p) is 
equivalent to ih E a*, i.e. 1 E R. We write again x = ih(H) which 
we may assume 20. After using the formula 
F(a, b, c, z) = (1 - z)C-a-bF(C - a, c - b, c, z) (1) 
(which incidentally corresponds to (15) Sect. 4) we have by Theor. 4.5, 
mhx + %, + 11) = r(P + 4Ema + m,, + 13j tanhpt cosh-z-P(H)t 
k=O 
x m + HP + !7 + x + Pm) 
wx + PWI) 
r(P + !h + m2. + 1)) 
’ r(k + p + *(mm + m20: + 1)) tanh2t (2) 
We now estimate this from below as Q varies, in order to use (9) 
Section 5. 
LEMMA 7.2. If k > 0, m 2a > 1 andp > 3 we have 
Wi[x + am. + 11 + HP - 4) + 4 W& + tm, + m2J + HP + 4) + 4 
2 Wdx + !dma + mza + 1)l + HP - 1) + 4 
x r (BP + 4(m, + m2= + 1)l +g + k). 
Proof. The integer q is 30 except in the case m20 = 1 but for 
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that case both factors on the left are equal so we can assume q > 0. 
We write the left hand side as 
r(u+k)r(u+q+g(m,,-l)+k) 
= qa + k)(u + q - 1 + 3(m2, - 1) + k) 
x r(a + q - 1 + $(m,, - 1) + k) 
3 r(a + k + 1) r(a + q - 1 + $(m,, - 1) + k), 
so by iteration, the product r(u + k) r(u + q + Q(m, - 1) + k) 
majorizes .F(u + $[q + +(m,, - l)] + Iz)~ if q + *(m,, - 1) is even, 
and majorizes 
WJ + Qk7 + 3(m2m - 1) - 11 + 4 r(a + $[q + +(m,, - 1) + 11 + k), 
if q + +(m,, - 1) is odd. Now putting 
a = $[x + +m, + 11 + HP - q), 
and using the fact that T( JJ) is increasing for y 3 2 the statement 
of the lemma follows. 
Now using Lemma 7.1 on (2) we get for p 3 3, 
>, d,,, tanhat cosh-(5+P(H))t F(+[x + &(rn= + m2, + 1) -f p - 11, 
&[x + -i(m, + mza + 1) + pl,p + Hm, + mza: + I), tanh2Q (3) 
where d,,, is a certain expression in terms of F functions. Using 
the duplication formula we find easily 
d d ~(x+Q[m,+m2,+11i-p- 1) p,z = x 2pWmm + m2= + 11 + p) ’ 
where d, only depends on x. Now we use the quadratic transformation 
formula (1) Section 6 on the right hand side in the inequality above. 
After a routine calculation we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 7.3. For x = ih(H) > 0, m,, > 1, p > 3 we have 
* 0) >, c(x, t) ‘(P + x - ’ + $[mm + m2a + ‘1) tanhlj t 
r(P + Sh + m2, + 11) 2 
XF ( x+p-- 1 +i[m,+m,, + 11, x, 
P + i [mm + m2a + 11, tanh2 i), 
where c(x, t) is independent of p. 
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Suppose now f E c’,(X). We write the expansion in Proposition 5.3 as 
f(x) = ,g, : %I*lifP.*.d4~ _ 
For fixed x, the r fraction in Lemma 7.3 behaves for large p as 
(p + 8(% + 7n2ol+ I))“-l and F is 21, all its arguments being 
positive. Writing Y = tanh2 t/2 we therefore deduce from Proposi- 
tion 5.3, 
gyp; ;; I %?.i I2 < 00, O<Y<l, (4) 
where, for a fixed p, q runs over those integers for which (p, q) = 
6 E &, , Now recall the decomposition 
Yea = 1 v/” on P (5) 
(P,q)=6do 
indicated in Section 4, which, by restriction to KIM, gives a decom- 
position of the space of spherical harmonics of order p. Thus (4) 
implies that the condition in Proposition 5.2(iii) is satisfied so there 
exists a TEE(B) such that 
a P,Q,f = s d(S)l/Z (Wj , s(k)w)* dT(kM), 1 <j < d(6). KIM 
Now the proof is completed just as that of Theorem 6.1. 
8. EIGENSPACES OF THE LAPLACIAN ON Rtb 
Let L denote the usual Laplacian on R” and for each 
gA(R”) denote the eigenspace 
b,(R”) = {f~ b(R”) 1 Lf = -X2f}. 
X EC let 
with the topology induced by that of G(R”). Let G denote the group 
of all isometries of R”, and K the group of rotations O(n). 
THEOREM 8.1. The natural action of G on &,(R”) is irreducible 
;f and only if h # 0. 
It is clear that each function 
eiAcz.w)F(w) dw, F E L2(Sn-l), (1) 
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lies in &JR”); here ( , ) denotes the usual inner product on R” 
and dw the normalized volume element. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let X # 0. Then the mapping F -+ f defined by (1) 
is one-to-one. 
Let p(5) = p(L ,-.., 5,) be a polynomial and D the corresponding 
constant coefficient differential operator on R” such that 
I ei(s.t)DO(e-(1/2)lx12) = ~(5)~-(1/2)(‘~~+...+Z~*) (2) rP 
for 5 E C”. If f 3 0 in (1) we deduce from (2) that 
s P(Xw, ,*a-, Aw,) F(w) dw = 0. S”4 
Since h # 0, this implies F 5 0. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let h # 0. The K-finite solutions f of the equation 
Lf = --h2f are precisely 
f(x) = J-s”-l eiA(z.W)F(w) dw 
where F is a K-finite function on Sn-‘. 
Proof. Let 6 be an irreducible representation of K and if .?Y is 
any sphere in R” with center at 0 let g8(z1) denote the space of K-finite 
functions in 8(Z) of type 6. We know from Lemma 1.5 p. 134 in 
[6a] that if Z is suitably chosen each function f in &(Rn) is, deter- 
mined by its restriction f 1 Z to 2. With F and f as in (1) it follows 
that the maps 
F+f 1-G F-+f F E IC~(S”-~) 
are one-to-one and commute with the action of K. For reasons 
of dimensionality, the first must therefore map &‘,@+-l) onto g8(Z). 
The lemma now follows. 
For X # 0 let XA denote the space of functions f as defined in (1); 
XA is a Hilbert space if the norm off is the L2 norm of F on P-l. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let X # 0. Then the space XA is dense in &,+(Rn). 
Proof. Each eigenfunction of L can be expanded in a convergent 
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series of K-finite eigenfunctions (cf. Sect. 5) so the lemma follows 
from Lemma 8.3. 
We can now prove Theorem 8.1. We first prove that G acts 
irreducibly on ZA . Let I’ # 0 be a closed invariant subspace of *A . 
Then there exists an h E V such that h(O) = 1. We write 
44 = j eiA(z.w)H(w) dw, p-1 
and the average hh(x) = J’K h(k . X) dk is then 
hh(x) = vA(x) = /sn-l eiA@sw) dw. 
If f in (1) lies in the annihilator V” of V the functions F and H are 
orthogonal on S”-l. Since V” is K-invariant this remains true for H 
replaced by its integral over K, in other words ~~ belongs to the 
double annihilator ( V”)O = V. Now, since V is invariant under 
translations it follows that for each t E R” the function 
X-+ 
s 
eiA(z.w)eiA(t,w) dw 
a$-’ 
belongs to V. But then Lemma 8.2 shows that the annihilator of Y 
in XA is (0}, whence the irreducibility of G on ZA . 
Passing now to &A let V C rFA be a closed invariant subspace. 
Then V n ZA is an invariant subspace of ZA ; Schwartz’ inequality 
shows easily that it is closed. Thus, by the above, V n SA is (0) 
or ZA . In the second case V = &A by Lemma 8.4. In the first case 
consider for each f E V the convergent expansion 
(2) 
where us = d(6) xs* and 
x6 being the character of 6. Then aa *f E %A by Lemma 8.3. Let 
I/To C B’(R”) be the annihilator of V. Then V” is G-invariant and if 
TE V”, 
s,. (as * f X4 dW) = j- 44 JRmf (4 dW - 4 dk 
K 
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so CQ *f belongs to the double annihilator (YO)O = V. ‘Thus 
cQ*f E vn Zh = (0) so, by (2), f = 0. Thus V = (0) so the proof 
is finished. 
We shall now give an integral representation similar to Theo- 
rem 1 .l, of all the eigenfunctions of L on R2. 
Given a, b > 0 let Err,b denote the space of holomorphic functions f 
on C - (0) satisfying 
~if ~hb = s;p 1 f(z)l e-alz+blzl-l < 00. (3) 
Then Ea,h is a Banach space with norm the left hand side of (3). 
Also E<c,b C Ear,/ if and only if a < a’, b < b’ and in this case 
Ilf Ila.b 3 llf lla,,b’ so the injection of Eaeb into E,j*,p is continuous. 
We can therefore give the union 
the inductive limit topology. We identify the members of E with 
their restrictions to the unit circle S’ and call the members of the 
dual space E’ entire functionals on St. 
THEOREM 8.5. The eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on R2 are 
precisely the harmonic functions and the functions 
f(x) = ISI eiN2.w’) dy@) (4) 
where h EC - (0) and T is an entire functional on S1. 
We note that the right hand side of (4) is indeed defined because 
if x = (x1 , XJ the integrand is the restriction to S’ of the function 
z + exp((l/2)iXx,(z + z-l) + (1/2)Ax,(z - z-l)), 
which certainly belongs to E. 
The well-known characterization of the Taylor coefficients for 
entire functions of exponential type (see Boas [l], p. 73) generalizes 
easily to E as follows. 
LEMMA 8.6. Let f be holomorphic in C - (0) and let 
fc4 = c %P (5) 
n 
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be its Laurent expansion. Then 
f E Ea+c.b+c for all E > 0 if and only if 
for each E > 0. 
Proof. It is clear by the decomposition 
f (4 = g %P + 2 a,z” = f+(z) + f-(z) 
--m 
that E,,, = Ea,o + EOsb . Now the lemma reduces to the case where 
f is an entire function. 
Given T E E’ we associate with it a Fourier series 
T N C a,eins, (7) 
where, by definition, a, = T(ecine) (n E Z). Now we prove the 
following result which, compared to Proposition 5.2, shows the 
difference between analytic and entire functionals on S. 
PROPOSITION 8.7. A series (7) is the Fourier series for an entire 
functional zy and only zy 
C I a, I (rl”l/l n I!) < 00 for I 3 0. (8) 
n 
Proof. Let TEE’ have the Fourier series (7). Then for each 
a, b > 0 and each E > 0, T has a continuous restriction to E,+,,O 
and &,+, . The series Cz alLzn/n! converges to em in the topology 
of Ea+c,o so 
T(ea”) = g ana&! 
0 
Using a similar argument for E,,b+E the convergence (8) follows. 
On the other hand suppose (8) holds. Then we can define a linear 
form T on E by 
T(f) = C an”-% f E 4 (9) 
the (cr,) being as in (5). By a standard property of the inductive 
limit, T is continuous provided that for each a, b > 0 the restriction 
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T I %b is continuous. Now it is easily seen by means of the closed 
graph theorem that with the notation in (6), the map f~ Ea,b + 
f+ E %I is continuous. Thus it suffices to prove that for each a > 0 
the restriction T 1 E,,, is continuous. For f E E,,, let f (z) = x,” a,~ 
denote its Taylor series and 
F(z) = laf(t) e-zt dt W > 4, 
0 
its Fourier-Bore1 transform whose Laurent series is clearly given by 
F(z) = f n! a,z-n-1. 
0 
If a sequence (fk) C E,,, converges to 0 we have 
where A, -+ 0. The Fourier-Bore1 transforms Fk(z) then satisfy 
for x > a 
1 Fk(.x)I < A, lom e(a-z)t = A,(x - u)-‘. (11) 
But since the right hand side of (10) is rotation-invariant and since 
the function z -+ f (eiez) has Fourier-Bore1 transform e-ieF(e-iex) the 
estimate (11) implies 
I ~&)I < 4 x I - a>-l for I z 1 > a. (12) 
But if olkk’ are the Taylor coefficients of fk(x) we have 
n! 1 a:’ 1 = (27ri-1 
s 
F,(z) zn dz 
with the integration over the circle ( z 1 = a + 1, say. But then 
bY (12) 
n! 1 a;) 1 < A,(u + l)%+’ 
so 
I w7c>l G 1 f GP? 1 d Ak C I a-, I (a + l)n+’ (d-’ 
0 
so T(f,) -+ 0, proving the continuity. 
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We can now prove Theorem 8.5. Let f satisfy Lf = -Pf where 
h E C - (0). We expand in an absolutely convergent Fourier series 
where 
f(e%) = C c&) eine x E C, (13) 
n 
c,(x) = (2~)-l /02nf(eie*) e-ine dd. 
By Lemma 8.3, en(x) = a,f,(x) where 
fn(4 = & /02ff exp[iA(x, eie)] eine d6. 
Thus 
f%(y) = i”J,(hr) = in&)-l I’ ei*rfJinee-in@ &. 
The Bessel function In(z) satisfies 
J-7&(4 = M-4 = (--l)n Jn(4 
h& n! ((1/2)x)+ J&(z) = 1 
n! I J&4 < (W)l~ I>” eu if z = x + iy, 
so the relation 
; I %JnP>l < a9 
which follows from (13), implies 
c 1 a, 1 YInI/ n I! < m. 
n 
Thus, by Proposition 8.7 there exists a T E E’ such that 
T - c a,eine. 
The formula for f, shows that 
exp[iA(x, eie)] = Cfn(x) e-‘ne 
n 
which if x = (x 1 , x2) gives the Laurent expansion 
exp[W+ 4 +) + &,(z - z-l)] = &i(x) z-n, 
n 
(14) 
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which converges in the topology of E. Applying T we get the desired 
formula 
f 
eiA(z,w) dT(w) = Cfn(x) a, = f(x). 
S’ 
On the other hand if T E E’ has Fourier series (7), Proposition 8.7 
shows that the function (4) which equals 
is indeed differentiable and its derivatives can be obtained by termwise 
differentiation. This concludes the proof. 
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